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1. Introduction

Two dimensional nutation NMR is
an efficient technique for obtai-
ning detailed information on
quadrupolar interactions in solid
materials [1]. In such an
experiment the system is irra-
diated during the evolution
period (ti ) with a near-resonant
rf magnetic field, after which,
during the detection period (t2)
the free-induction decay is
measured. During the evolution
period, the spins precess around
the rf field with nutation
frequencies dependent on the
quadrupole interaction. When the
quadrupole interaction is small
compared to the Zeeman inter-
action with the rf field the
nutation frequency is equal to
nirf . When the quadrupole inter-
action is large compared to the
interaction with rf field, the
nutation frequency amounts to
(I+l/2)u>rf. Thus spectra along
the Fi -direction (ti period)
furnish information about the
quadrupole interaction.

2. Results and discussion

We have carried out 2D-23Na
nutation NMR on dehydrated and
hydrated C1-, Br- and I-sodalite
[2]. The latter have compositions
Nas [A1O2 ) 6 (SiO2 ) 6 ]C12 2.IH2O, Nas
[AIO2 ) e (SiO2 ) s ] Br2 1. 9H2 O and Nas

[AIO2 ) 6 (SiO2 )e]I22.OH2O.
The 2D-23Na nutation spectra of

the dehydrated samples are charac-
terized by a strong peak at 2wrf
(lNa=3/2) and a small peak at Urf.
From comparison with simulated
spectra the quadrupole coupling
constants, qcc, could be derived.

Interestingly the 2D-23Na
nutation spectrum of hydrated
Cl-sodalite shows at room tempera-
ture a very broad peak at turf with
a width at half-height in the
Fi-direction of about 60 kHz. At
higher temperatures this peak
narrowed, at lower temperatures
two peaks emerged at urf and 2jorf
of about equal intensity. The
broad peak at room temperature is
interpreted as being due to rapid
fluctuations of the electric field
gradients (10s s-1) by movement of
the water molecules. Via rotary
echo nutation experiments two
different Na sites were
discovered, one with a qcciO.l MHz
(occurrence of 80%) and another
one with qcc=0.4 MHz. The first
is attributed to Na ions in
sodalite cages containing one or
two water molecules and the second
to Na ions in sodalite cages con-
taining no water molecules. The
mobility of the water molecules is
not reflected in the 2D-27A1
nutation NMR spectra.
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